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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a software tool that enables the identification and automated tracking of oceanic eddies

observed with satellite altimetry in user-specified regions throughout the global ocean. As input, the code

requires sequential maps of sea level anomalies such as those provided by Archiving, Validation, and In-

terpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) data. Outputs take the form of (i) data files containing eddy

properties, including position, radius, amplitude, and azimuthal (geostrophic) speed; and (ii) sequential image

maps showing sea surface heightmaps with active eddy centers and tracks overlaid. The results given are from

a demonstration in the Canary Basin region of the northeast Atlantic and are comparable with a published

global eddy track database. Some discrepancies between the two datasets include eddy radius magnitude, and

the distributions of eddy births and deaths. The discrepancies may be related to differences in the eddy

identification methods, and also possibly to differences in the smoothing of the sea surface height maps. The

code is written in Python and is made freely available under a GNU license (http://www.imedea.uib.es/users/

emason/py-eddy-tracker/).

1. Introduction

Satellite altimetry has revealed the ubiquity of me-

soscale eddies in the global ocean (e.g., Stammer 1997,

1998). Eddies range greatly in shape and size, are often

asymmetric, and can have highly variable translational

and rotational velocities (McWilliams 2008; Chelton

et al. 2011b, hereafter CSS11; Early et al. 2011). Interest

in mesoscale eddies arises from their role in the dy-

namics of the large-scale oceanic circulation; eddies are

efficient carriers of mass and its physical, chemical, and

biological properties, such that their presencemodulates

fluxes of heat and momentum and the dynamics of ma-

rine ecosystems (Chelton et al. 2011a; Gruber et al. 2011;

Stramma et al. 2013).

Recent years have seen the emergence of several au-

tomated oceanic eddy tracking algorithms that contribute

to knowledge of eddy properties and their variability. The

techniques comprise three mainmethods: geometric (e.g.,

Chaigneau et al. 2008; Nencioli et al. 2010; CSS11);

Okubo–Weiss (e.g., Isern-Fontanet et al. 2003; Morrow

et al. 2004; Chelton et al. 2007; Ubelmann and Fu 2011);

and wavelet (e.g., Doglioli et al. 2007; Rubio et al. 2009);

and a comparative analysis of these approaches has been

made by Souza et al. (2011). Novel techniques falling

outside these methods are a hybrid geometric Okubo–

Weiss approach (Halo et al. 2014), and an objective

approach based on geodesic transport theory (Beron-

Vera et al. 2013).

Two decades’ worth of merged global sea surface

height (SSH) frommultiple satelliteborne altimeters are

presently available from Archiving, Validation, and In-

terpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) data,

providing improved resolution of mesoscale features

and their variability (Pascual et al. 2006). CSS11 applied

an SSH anomaly–based eddy tracking algorithm to these

data for the period 1992 to (at time of writing) 2012, and

they make available a periodically updated database of

the tracks and associated properties on their website.

In this article we evaluate and release a new SSH-

based eddy tracking code that demonstrates comparable

results to the CSS11 data. By providing code rather than
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a database, users may (i) track eddies using the most

recent AVISO data, and (ii) adapt the code to specific

regions and/or different data sources, such as oceanic

numerical model outputs. The code is written in Python

(e.g., Hunter 2007; Oliphant 2007); details of the algo-

rithm are presented in section 2. The eddy tracker (py-

eddy-tracker) is applied in section 3 to the region of the

Canary Eddy Corridor (CEC; Sangr�a et al. 2009) off the

northwestern African coast. Comparisons with two

other regions, the South Atlantic Ocean (SAO; Souza

et al. 2011) and southeast Pacific (SEP; Chelton et al.

2011a), are summarized in tabular form. A discussion of

some of the differences with CSS11 is provided in sec-

tion 4, followed by brief conclusions in section 5.

2. Methodology

The py-eddy-tracker SSH-based approach is loosely

based on procedures described by CSS11, Kurian et al.

(2011), and Penven et al. (2005). Input sea level anom-

alies (SLA) are the same gridded weekly delayed-time

global reference data from AVISO (e.g., AVISO 2013)

as used by CSS11.

a. Eddy identification

Individual SLA fields are spatially high-pass filtered

by removing a smoothed field obtained from a Gaussian

filter with a zonal (meridional) major (minor) radius

of 108 (58). An example filtered global SLA map on

28 August 1996 (not shown) makes good visual com-

parison with the high-pass filtered SLA field presented

by CSS11 (their Fig. 1, bottom), although we are unable

tomake a quantitative comparison. The codeworks with

interpolated contours of smoothed SLA; this is analo-

gous toKurian et al. (2011) but distinct fromCSS11, who

use raw SLA pixels. The impacts of any differences

between ours and CSS11’s results that may arise from

the respective smoothing and contour handling pro-

cedures (henceforth inherent differences) are difficult

to assess.

The eddy identification process requires specification

of a tracking domain; the CEC tracking domain is shown

in Fig. 1a. From a subset of the global SLA corre-

sponding to the tracking domain, SLA contours are

computed at 1-cm intervals for levels2100 to 100 cm. To

identify cyclones (CC) [anticyclones (AC)], the contours

are searched from100 (2100) cmdownward (upward).At

FIG. 1. (a) High-pass-filtered AVISO sea level anomaly (cm) over the py-eddy-tracker eddy tracking domain (11.58–38.58N, 658–5.58W)

on 28 Aug 1996 (cf. Fig. 1 of CSS11). The locations of currently active eddies with lifetimes greater than 4 weeks are marked by blue (red)

dots for cyclones (anticyclones); lines marking the paths of the eddies since birth show that most eddies track westward. The analysis

domain studied in section 3 is indicated by the gray rectangle; the Canary Islands are located near the top-right corner. (b) Graphical

illustration of relationships between effective and speed-based contours used for eddy identification, and the coordinates available for

eddy tracking. Contour Ceff in red is the outline of an irregularly shaped cyclonic eddy that is plotted over a corresponding map of the

geostrophic velocityUg. The eddy has been identified by py-eddy-tracker; its location marked by the black box in (a). The point Peff is the

centroid of Ceff, and a circle with the same area as Ceff is shown by 1Peff; the corresponding shape error is 49%. The equivalent speed-

based approximation of the eddy is described by Cspd, Pspd, and 1Pspd in green; the shape error is now reduced to 24%. Red and green

arrows with origins at Peff and Pspd show the radius scales Leff and Lspd, respectively. The black interior contour, Ctrk, corresponds to the

pixel count limit I/ Imin; py-eddy-tracker utilizes the centroid of this contour, Ptrk, for eddy tracking. Gray contours show the remaining

contours that are sampled in order to identify Cspd and, hence, estimate Lspd.
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each SLA interval, closed contours (CC) are sequentially

identified and analyzed; for selection as a potential eddy,

aCCmustmeet a series of criteria relating to its shape and

interior characteristics:

(i) Pass a shape test with error% 55%, where the error

is defined as the ratio between the areal sum of CC

deviations from its fitted circle and the area of that

circle (see Fig. 1b; Kurian et al. 2011).

(ii) Contain a pixel count, I, satisfying Imin # I # Imax,

where Imin 5 8 and Imax 5 1000.

(iii) Contain only pixels with SLA values above (below)

the current SLA interval value for anticyclonic

(cyclonic) eddies.

(iv) Contain no more than one local SLA maximum

(minimum) for an anticyclone (cyclone). This con-

straint differs from CSS11, who permit multiple

local maxima/minima; see section 4 for a comment

on the potential implications of this difference.

(v) Have amplitude (A) that satisfies 1 # A # 150 cm.

The above criteria, barring the shape test and local

minima/maxima threshold, are identical to CSS11 (see

their section B3).

When a CC passes the above-mentioned tests, it is

identified as an eddy and, henceforth, is referred to as

the effective perimeter of the eddy (Ceff). Following

CSS11, an associated effective radius (Leff) is defined as

the radius of a circle with the same area as the region

enclosed by Ceff. These features are illustrated in red in

Fig. 1b; the centroid of Ceff is denoted by Peff and the

same-area circle by 1Peff. Next, a speed-based eddy

radius (Lspd) is found, defined as the radius of the circle

with the same area as the region within the CC of SLA

with maximum average geostrophic speed (U, the ro-

tational speed of the eddy). Eddy radius Lspd is esti-

mated by iterating from Ceff inward over all CCs whose

pixel count satisfies Imin # I # Imax; Lspd and its asso-

ciated contour, Cspd, are shown in green in Fig. 1b.

The tracking centroid (Ptrk) in black in Fig. 1b corre-

sponds to the contour of the last iteration (Ctrk, where

I / Imin).

Finally, SLA pixels corresponding to the eddy are

masked, making the region unavailable for further eddy

identification. Figure 1a shows the positions of eddies

identified following the above-mentioned procedures

within the CEC tracking domain on 28 August 1996.

b. Eddy tracking

Eddy tracking is accomplished using positions Ptrk, in

contrast to CSS11, who usePeff (Fig. 1b).We choosePtrk

rather than Peff (or Pspd) because, while in most in-

stances the three coordinates are closely located,

sometimes they are not. In these cases, tracking with Peff

or Pspd occasionally resulted in spuriously dropped

tracks; this behavior was improved by using Ptrk.

Cyclones and anticyclones are treated separately.

Separation distances between all identified Ptrk posi-

tions at time steps k and k 1 1 are computed. Assigna-

tion of k 1 1 candidates to k active eddies is decided

using the ellipse method of CSS11. If multiple k 1 1

eddies fall within the ellipse, then the eddy is assigned

according to the minimum of a set of dimensionless

similarity parameters, S (Penven et al. 2005), that are

computed for each k 1 1 candidate:

Sk,k11 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
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�2
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�
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�2
s

, (1)

where Dd is the separation distance between eddies

at times k and k 1 1, Da is the variation of eddy area

(based on Lspd), and DA is the variation of amplitude.

Characteristic values for eddy separation distance, area,

and amplitude are given by, respectively, d0, a0, and A0.

We use the same values, namely, d05 25km (based on the

AVISO time scale of one week), a05 p602km2, andA05
2cm, in all the experiments presented in section 3.

Unused k1 1 eddies are considered to be new eddies.

The coordinatesPtrk and parametersLeff,Lspd,A, andU

of eddies with lifetimes greater than a threshold mini-

mum number of days are stored; examples of 28-day

minimum eddy tracks (the same threshold is applied to

the CSS11 data in section 3) are shown in Fig. 1a. The

eddy tracking process continues by iteration over the

temporal tracking domain.

3. Applications

To demonstrate the performance of py-eddy-tracker,

we apply the algorithm to three distinct tracking do-

mains: the CEC, SAO, and SEP. The runs cover the

same 14October 1992–4April 2012 time period. Annual

climatologies of eddy density (all observations, and also

birth and death locations) and polarity are computed, as

well as histograms of eddy lifetimes, radii, and ampli-

tudes. Identical figures prepared from the CSS11 dataset

are included for comparison. Figures are shown only for

the CEC analysis domain, outlined in gray in Fig. 1a.

Statistics from all three analysis domains are shown in

tabular form.

Figure 2 compares spatial patterns of CEC anticy-

clone and cyclone density (eddy numbers per 18 square
per year) and polarity from py-eddy-tracker and CSS11.

Overall, good qualitative and quantitative agreement is

found. Both methods identify elevated mesoscale ac-

tivity associated with the Canary Islands (CI; Barton
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et al. 2004). The 95% confidence intervals from Stu-

dent’s t tests along 268N are approximately two eddy

counts wide (not shown), indicating that the higher

counts near the CI are real. The polarity maps also dis-

play closely matching patterns. Anticyclone dominance

is strong along the upwelling and is also significant along

a wide zonal band at ;258N. Pearson correlation co-

efficients (r) between the respective datasets are positive

and large for both eddy signs (r. 0.8), although slightly

smaller for polarity (Table 1).

Figure 3 presents eddy statistics from the two datasets.

The annual mean numbers of eddies with lifetimes be-

tween 4 and ;25 weeks are similar (Fig. 3a); py-eddy-

tracker eddies are slightly more numerous at 20 weeks

and less. More than;30 weeks, the eddy count is mostly

fewer than 10 eddies per year. The py-eddy-tracker re-

cords one or two cyclones with lifetimes exceeding 60

weeks; CSS11, however, find cyclones with ages greater

than 100 weeks. Cyclones are generally dominant in

both datasets (Fig. 3b).

Histograms of eddy radii (Lspd) from CSS11 and py-

eddy-tracker in Fig. 3c show some differences. CSS11

find a wider distribution of radii, with a peak of ;40

eddies per year at Lspd ’ 75 km; the py-eddy-tracker

data have a tendency for more and smaller eddies, with

a peak of ;55 eddies per year at Lspd ’ 65 km. Expla-

nations for these differences are explored in section 4.

Both datasets show anticyclonic (cyclonic) dominance at

smaller (larger) scales (Fig. 3d). Figures 3e,f reveal close

agreement in the distribution and polarity of eddy am-

plitudes between the two datasets. There is also good

agreement in eddy nonlinearity1 although py-eddy-

tracker tends to predict slightly more nonlinear eddies

(Figs. 3g,h).

Scatterplots of eddy radius versus amplitude for cy-

clones and anticyclones from the two datasets are shown

in Figs. 3i,j. There is good general agreement between

the datasets in the distributions for both eddy signs;

however, a marked difference in the magnitude of the

radii is visible at smaller amplitudes.

Annual mean CEC eddy birth and death location

densities from py-eddy-tracker and CSS11 are com-

pared in Fig. 4. The density distributions are generally

comparable, although py-eddy-tracker consistently re-

cords more eddy births and deaths in the open ocean

than CSS11. Both methods confirm the role of the CI in

eddy generation, with births of both signs occurring in

the lee of the archipelago. Pearson’s r in Table 1 for py-

eddy-tracker and CSS11 eddy births and deaths are

positive but somewhat smaller than for eddy density,

a reflection of the open ocean differences between the

methods.

Figure 5 shows comparative maps of mean anticy-

clonic and cyclonic eddy radius and amplitude. The ra-

dius distributions from py-eddy-tracker and CSS11 are

FIG. 2. Contour plots of Canary Eddy Corridor mean eddy counts per 18 square per year and eddy polarity from (top) py-eddy-tracker

and (bottom) CSS11, and (left) anticyclone counts (na), (middle) cyclone counts (nc), and (right) polarity [(nc2 na)/(nc1 na)]. Regions in

the polarity maps where either nc , 0.25 or na , 0.25 are masked.

1U/c. 1 , here c is the translational speed of the eddy (CSS11).
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similar, with the largest scales in the open ocean to the

south andwest (Figs. 5a,b,e,f). However, theCSS11 radii

are characteristically larger, as previously seen in Figs.

3c,i,j. Close agreement is evident between the datasets in

the distribution and magnitude of mean eddy ampli-

tudes (Figs. 5c,d,g,h).

The good comparative performance between py-

eddy-tracker and CSS11 in the CEC analysis domain is

replicated over the SAO and SEP regions, as evidenced

by the respective Pearson’s r in Table 1.

4. Discussion

The main discrepancies between the CEC py-eddy-

tracker results and the eddy track data from CSS11 in

section 3 concern Lspd eddy radius magnitude and the

FIG. 3. Eddy tracking statistical comparisons for cyclones and anticyclones from py-eddy-tracker and the CSS11 database: (a),(b) eddy

lifetimes and respective ratios (CC/AC). The total number of eddies counted are 1965 (py-eddy-tracker) and 1519 (CSS11); (c),(d) eddy

radii (Lspd) and respective ratios; (e),(f) eddy amplitudes and respective ratios; (g),(h) eddy nonlinearity and respective ratios; (i),(j)

comparative scatterplots of eddy radii (Lspd) vs amplitude for CC and AC, respectively.
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offshore distributions of eddy births and deaths. The py-

eddy-tracker estimates generally smaller radii and more

frequent instances of eddy generation and termination

in the open ocean. Similar differences are observed for

the SAO and SEP analysis domains.

The py-eddy-tracker eddy identification criteria are

arguably stricter thanCSS11’s owing to the use of a shape

test and the limit of a single local minima/maxima within

Ceff (section 2a).As a result, the probability of identifying

large irregularly shaped feature as eddies is greater in the

CSS11 method (cf. the region Lspd * 125km,A& 4.5 cm

in Figs. 3i,j). When evaluating such features, py-eddy-

tracker iterates farther toward the center before (if

symmetry increases and local minima/maxima do not

exceed one) eddies can be identified; those py-eddy-

tracker eddies will clearly have smaller Leff than the

equivalent CSS11 eddies, and hence smallerLspd. (Albeit

an approximate relationship, CSS11 report Lspd ’ 0.7

Leff; this value is confirmed for the three analysis domains

herein.) A further factor that may influence the Lspd bias

are the aforementioned inherent differences in SLA

treatment (section 2a).

Concerning eddy birth and death densities, we find

that in open ocean regions py-eddy-tracker predicts

greater frequencies of both events than CSS11 (Fig. 4;

also Fig. 3a). The eddy identification disparity mentioned

above may again provide an explanation for the dif-

ferences: having a stricter eddy identification threshold,

FIG. 4. Contour plots of Canary Eddy Corridor mean eddy birth and death counts per 18 square per year from (top) py-eddy-tracker and

(bottom) CSS11. Anticyclone counts in odd-numbered columns; cyclone counts in even-numbered columns.

FIG. 5. Contour plots of annual mean Canary Eddy Corridor eddy properties on a 18 3 18 grid from (top) py-eddy-tracker and (bottom)

CSS11. Anticyclone and cyclone eddy radii (Lspd) are shown in the first two columns; the last two columns show anticyclone and cyclone eddy

amplitudes.
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py-eddy-tracker is more likely to terminate a track than

CSS11 (hence more deaths); more terminations mean in

turn a lower likelihood that genuine new eddies are

spuriously linked to existing eddies (hence more births).

This delicate balance highlights the important role of the

eddy identification procedure. Unfortunately, not hav-

ing access to CSS11 individual SLA fields, we are unable

to directly compare the eddy identification performance

of the two algorithms.

5. Concluding remarks

A new oceanic eddy tracking code written in the open

source Python language has been introduced. Results

from applying the py-eddy-tracker code to SLA data

compare favorably with the eddy property database of

CSS11. Both methods produce broadly consistent results

in terms of eddy locations, scales, and amplitudes within

three distinct analysis domains. Discrepancies between

the methods relating to eddy scales, and distributions of

eddy births and deaths are identified and discussed.

The py-eddy-tracker code works on global SLA over

user-defined regions up to basin scale. At global scales

the present code slows down significantly. Improving the

iteration speed and the addition of oceanic numerical

model eddy tracking capability (surface and subsurface)

are important next steps.

There is arguably no uniquely correct eddy detection

method, but several methods, including that of CSS11

and the code presented herein, produce useful enough

results for most purposes of eddy counting. As eddy

tracking techniques evolve and data resolution and cov-

erage improve, comprehensive intercomparisons between

different oceanic eddy trackers will reveal the extent to

which results from the various codes are robust and where

there may be large method-related uncertainties (e.g.,

Souza et al. 2011; Neu et al. 2013).
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